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DESCRIPTION

The goal of the FTNCT is to explore the challenges, issues, and opportunities both for academic researchers and industrial innovators from different domains of Networks, Computing, and Communication Technologies to discuss the latest frontiers of technology and novel trends that have not been thought of before. Application areas include networking, computing, machine learning, data mining, wireless communications, big data, cloud computing, augmented reality, image processing, mobile and optical communications, cyber security.

The target audience of FTNCT ranges from Senior researchers to Ph.D. and Master students. Researchers and engineers from companies are welcome, and may greatly benefit from the broad vision provided by this conference. Research papers from each track after the positive blind peer review by at least two reviewers with good scores will be considered for publication in OPEN ENGINEERING Journal (De Gruyter Open Access).

TOPICS

Open Engineering publishes research results of wide interest in emerging interdisciplinary and Traditional engineering fields, including:

❖ Electrical and computer engineering,
❖ Network and Computing Technologies
❖ Wireless Networks and Internet of Things (IoT)
❖ Futuristic Computing Technologies
❖ Communication Technologies, Security and Privacy
❖ Civil and environmental engineering,
❖ Mechanical and aerospace engineering,
❖ Material science and engineering.
HOW TO SUBMIT

(a) Submission link: Manuscripts should be submitted to the journal via Online submission system Editorial Manager available for this journal at http://www.editorialmanager.com/openeng/

(b) Please follow Open Engineering Journal author guidelines while submitting your paper for the special issue.

(c) Select the Special Issue while submitting your papers through the Editorial Manager link provided above: Futuristic Trends in Networking & Computing: FTNCT

(d) You may visit the conference website to refer the scope of the articles.
Conference Website: http://www.ftnct.com/

For more details on how to submit please contact: Natalia.Pierunek@degruyter.com

JOURNAL Web Page (Open Engineering):-
https://www.degruyter.com/journal/key/eng/html

Additional Information:-

a) Standard review policy of OPEN ENGINEERING Journal will be applicable to all submission for this thematic special issue papers.

b) As OPEN ENGINEERING is open access Journal, the discounted APC of EURO 500 will be applicable for each accepted manuscript as per the publisher policy.

c) For Indexing of Journal, please visit the Journal Website; https://www.degruyter.com/journal/key/eng/html